
SAROA FUNCTIONS

SAROA has been active in organising raceday
functions for our members and other racehorse
owners and we acknowledge the assistance we have
received from both the Murray Bridge Race Club
and the SAJC for these events. 

The first of these at Murray Bridge on the Queens’
Birthday holiday was organised quite quickly after an
idea was canvassed by one of our committee
members. Despite the relatively short notice we were
able to sell several tables at the event and it was an
enjoyable afternoon for those who were able to
attend.

At the time of writing we are still finalising numbers
for our raceday at Morphettville which is to be held
on June 28th. SAJC has made available Naming
Rights Packages to us which we have been able to
offer to sponsors. 

Our committee is also in the final stages of arranging
a lunch to coincide with the horses’ birthday on
Friday August 1 at Morphettville. We have secured
several top jockeys, plus prominent owners and we
are attempting to obtain a high profile interstate
trainer, all to be interviewed by well known media
personality Richard Zachariah. We will be able to
provide more information about this event early in
July. The lunch will be run in conjunction with the
National Jockeys’ Trust and they will receive a share
of the proceeds from the event.

SAROA plans to organise more of these types of
functions for both our members and other interested
people but we do need your attendance to ensure
that the functions are successful and viable. 

We look forward to seeing racing supporters at one
or other of these events and assure you that there
will be more to come if we can continue to receive a
good response to them.

RE-HOMING RACEHORSES

Regular readers would have read before about
SAROA’s involvement with the Changing Rein
initiative and may also remember that I was part
owner of a Group I placed racehorse in Arinos. 

I thought an update on Arinos might be appropriate.
While he was not re-homed via Changing Rein, he
serves as an example of just what is possible with an
ex racehorse. 

Arinos retired after a bleeding event as a nine year
old back in October 2012. He had been a top class
sprinter winning up to listed class in Melbourne and
dead heating for second beaten a nose in the
Oakleigh Plate. 

He found his way to a young equestrienne Georgia
Cresp, and he is known as Mentmore Arizona (aka
Harry). Always a fine stamp of horse he looks a
million dollars and is currently competing in
Kalgoorlie WA where Georgia now lives. 

Before leaving SA he competed with success at
Mildura winning the Led Hack over 16 hhs, second
in the Newcomer hack over 16hhs, third for riders

18-21 years old. He was a handful at his next show
at Waikerie and had to be retired after unseating
Georgia. Since arriving in Western Australia the big
fellow competed at Coolgardie only three weeks after
arriving and was the overall highpoint winner for the
show, amongst many red and blue ribbons. 

Subsequently he went to Kalgoorlie however Georgia
feels she let him down on the day but they were still
able to pick up a 3rd, a 4th and 5th. He has since
competed in a dressage test where he went very well
to come 5th , only 4.5% behind the winner. Georgia
plans to concentrate on dressage where he
performs well and she believes he be competitive at
a much higher level. 

Georgia’s comments to me echo many I have heard
from Equestrian riders who have taken on
thoroughbreds off the track “this horse has shown
trainability, versatility and a temperament I never
expected to find in an ex racehorse”. He serves as
yet another example of the potential that ex
racehorses show in other fields after re-training.
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The staying blood comes from their parents whose
respective sires were Sadlers Wells by Northern
Dancer & Grosvenor By Sir Tristam.

Shanghai Moon is a half Sister to the Group 1 winner
Pernod, but not as successful, winning only 2 races
at Morphetville to 1600 metres. She was trained by
Tony McEvoy. However she is now a success at stud
with 3 winners from her first 4 to race. Kushadasi
was her 5th foal , and the 6th is by Reaan , which
Richard Jolly purchased for the same owners as
Kushadasi at the recent Adelaide sale for $70,000
prior to the Derby win or we would have had to pay a
lot more.

Kushadasi has now won 5 of his 10 starts, and 3
seconds for over $500,000 in prizemoney. In his last
3 starts he met Gamblin’ Guru each time with a 2nd
to GG in the Port Adelaide Guineas, a 4th to
Gamblin’ Guru in the Chairmans Stakes & then a
win in the Derby to Gamblin’ Guru's unlucky 4th.

It will be interesting to see how these two close
competitors fare together in the Spring Racing.
Despite Kushadasi's success over 2500 in the Derby
we believe he will be better in the future up to 2000
metres.

We wish John and the other connections the best of
luck in the Spring. 

Good luck and good racing
Richard Stafford, SAROA secretary
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Michael Trenerry President
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OWNER OF THE MONTH

Owner of the month nominations can be made by
email or letter or even by a phone call to me;
nominations should be received by 10th day of the
following month. Nominations can come from the
owner or a friend, acquaintance or family member
but the nominee must be a SAROA member. We
also prefer that the application is combined with a
good story about the horse involved, as this award is
just as applicable to lowly maiden winners as it is to
winners of feature races.

Our committee review all nominations then select the
monthly winner, who will receive a $100 voucher,
kindly donated by SAROA members Jenny and
Wayne Francis to be used at any of the Francis
group of hotels – namely the Elephant and
Castle,The Port Noarlunga, the OG or the German
Arms hotels, plus a Pizza Hut ‘double pizza’ voucher
with the compliments of SAROA committee member
Bill Lianos.

This month our committee reviewed several top
quality performances by horses owned by SAROA
members – we eventually decided that the award for
May should go to John Naffine for Kushadasi.

John gave as this background on Kushadasi.

Kushadasi was purchased at the Melbourne Premier
Inglis sale by Richard Jolly for $100,000. He then
went to four of Richard’s long time owners, namely
Neville Morgan, Roger & Cathy Ackland & myself. 

Neville is the Senior partner & significant owner of
horses in the Eastern States , but unfortunately was
in South Africa on business on Derby Day & missed
his 4th Group One Win.This was Roger & Cathy’s
first, & my 3rd having previously won the Vic & SA
Derbies with Rebel Raider.

Kushadasi was bred by Robert Hill Smith's  Vintage
Bloodstock . The Dam Shanghai Moon was
purchased by Robert at the Inglis Easter sales for
$125,000 , and was by the Arc de Triomphe  winner
Carnegie & out of Martine Michelle.

Kushadasi, Courtesy of Atkins Photography.


